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General presentation of the topic In planes and cars, any failure may lead to injuries for driver
or passengers. In order to understand and mitigate these failures, it is important to analyze what their
causes are, and which combination of elementary events may trigger them. One such tool is attackfault trees, a model used to express logical relations between atomic events, possibly time-dependent,
that might lead to an undesirable event. Attack-fault trees are used for instance to understand causes
and consequences of apparently independent events and mitigate consequences by helping e.g., to find
counter-measures to vulnerabilities in cyber-security, or to improve safety of cyber-physical systems in
the aeronautic and space industries. Through translation to timed automata with unknown timing constraints, called parameters, attack-fault trees benefit of the powerful framework brought by the parametric
timed automata theory and can be used to synthesize timing constraints under which a failure/breach
occurs.
We want to use them to model and understand a surprising phenomenon of processors, called a timing
anomaly. A timing anomaly happens whenever a local worst-case behaviour (a cache miss, for instance)
leads to a shorter global execution than the local best case (a cache hit may cost more). In the case of
a cache hit, this may happen if the access is terminated earlier and a time window is free for executing
something else in the pipeline that will impact the total execution time.
Objective of the internship The objective of this internship is to explore the type of processors
that creates timing anomalies using the fault tree methodology. First, we want to identify the precise
combination of conditions under which timing anomalies may occur using fault trees. Then, converting
them to parametric automata, we want to synthesize which parameter values lead to timing anomalies.
Thus, we expect to be able to answer questions such as:
• Is the exact duration of a cache hit or miss important, or is the duration ratio miss/hit the only
important parameter?
• For typical parameter values, are timing anomalies more often triggered by data cache, instruction
cache or a combination thereof?
• Can one reduce or eliminate timing anomalies by choosing the right cache policy/priority?
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